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archicad 20x maps and represents every building or structure on the world in a detailed
way, so you can navigate in every aspect of the project, even on construction stages and

interior details. archicad 20x also extends the potential of every user thanks to a new
connector system. this package of tools creates a perfect combination for an integrated

workflow combining modelling, plotting and presentation. building a 3d visualisation
environment for users without programming experience is a challenge. the root of the

problems is that an object that should be highlighted in the 3d space can only be
distinguished through 2d information, so the user must understand the two-dimension

representation of 3d information to make sense of it. archicad 20x adds 2d information to
each element of its 3d space, with the result of being able to represent the essential

elements of a 3d environment at any scale. the archicad form 2016 package offers a new
toolbox on the project site to create complex external glass curtain walls, construction

sites, bridges, and other forms in 3d. the new toolbox includes over 500 standard shapes,
as well as library-ready glass – wrought iron and – aluminum models. the formulae can be
read by using the many fast and easy to use functions and tools of the product. using the

hi-polygon shape, users can easily add polyline and/or spline sections to a surface. and the
orientation of the polyline can be calculated, which gives users a fast way to build complex
form elements for external glass curtain walls. automatically and easy 3d modeling allows
you to use simple modeling techniques to build models. with the advanced tools button,

the user can access a large number of functions and improvements for simple models. the
basic eraser tool is also available in the 3d view, which provides users the ability to smooth

out errors or gaps in a model. 5ec8ef588b
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